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After the several days of riots in England, the citizens are looking for causes and ways to prevent further violence. A
visit to Tottenham, where it all began

A petition calls to reduce violent offenders, social assistance or removed

Cameron wins the Premier Ex-police chief of New York and LA as a consultant

London

Within sight of a smoky rubble complex on the Tottenham High Road, on the opposite sidewalk, Peter Brown has established a painter
of Bath in western England. He is driven by the sight of the wounded metropolis of London, to catch them on his palette with the eye of
the historian's painting. "I wanted to hold the key places of past atrocities for future sales exhibition," he told me. "But I do not know
myself whether I will ever separate me from these pictures."

Arrested, he has been the scene at the corner of Landsdowne Road / High Road, where a listed building was a carpet store on the
ground and dozens of apartments above it a prey to the flames on the first day of the riots in England over a week ago. The pictures of
the building feuerumtosten rose immediately for a threatened to iconic youth crime by society, the protection of their helpless and have
to look into the eyes of danger. Meanwhile, this corner lot just a stone pile, the bulldozers have demolished it.

Soon the same fate will befall the blackened block, hanging from its side shattered devastated parts like the motionless limbs of a
puppet. Here's a jeweler, a hairdresser and a post office were located, and so rolled as this business combination was also the
destructive rage along the High Road, which attacked indiscriminately, which was exposed in her hands.

I returned to the place where it all began on that fateful Saturday 6 August. Two days earlier, the 29-year-old Mark Duggan, near the
tube station Tottenham Hale, in an attempt to police it into a mini taxi arrest, had been shot. To decorate the thirty bouquets and
memorial awards the iron fence that marks the place of death. But only at a subway stop in front, called the Seven Sisters, Tottenham
climb up into the real, one of the poorest districts of London, where the colored population element dominates, especially the
immigrants from the Afro-Caribbean. Many small retail shops along the High Road to see enough of stunted, as if to implore any
potential wrongdoers: Do 'anything to me, what I have to offer anyway?

Much, the answer is, if one thinks of the branch of the nationwide betting company William Hill, who was torched and destroyed as a
hateful symbol of a Classic British passion. The violent offenders would probably not roofed, so that they received even a meaningless
bet on their own future, which will now before the courts of London's another quick thrust into that hopelessness, but you actually
escape. But will the anarchic of sediment at all? Seamus, the Irish bartender from the pub "The Ship", doubted that "you live in
anarchy, lawlessness, they live on, no authority, they acknowledge they have no respect for anything, it is pure nihilism - they have
nothing to . lose "

Nothing to lose? That's not quite. A national citizens' initiative has been launched, with now more than 100 000 signatures, which then
calls that the perpetrators cut the benefits, if not agreed. Already, the city council of Wandsworth in south west London, has threatened
a resident in the event of termination of his condemnation of the social housing. Petitions with more than 100 000 signatures must be
treated in the usual national parliament, with potential consequences for the legislation. We are in England at the beginning of a major
rethinking of the welfare state.

Seamus shows me pictures on his mobile phone, they document what was happening outside his pub. To the right, still in sight, the two
burning police cars, in a sense the start of the anarchic marathons, which raged for four nights through English cities. Then right in front
of "The Ship" of burning double-decker bus, fortunately empty at that hour and on the way home to the depot. The bus must stop at a
traffic light, the band knows how to open a door and rear body uses the switch to the closure of the engine - the signal for arson. The
heat of the burning biplane turns out to be salvation for the pub, no one can approach his entrance.

It is the day, have completed at the Tottenham Hotspurs in a friendly match against Atletico Bilbao, and in the pub it can go straight
Accompanying several Spanish football fans well as outside the inferno breaks loose. They join together to fearful groups until the
marauding horde, the road is drawn up and it seems safer to leave the pub, Seamus points the visitors to escape into a side street.
The "Gracias," the Spaniard has a double floor - Thank you's enough for us, not to see you in England, thank you very much.

Not far from this address, I meet Muhammad Ali and his friend, two Somalis, who are talking in front of Ali's electronics store on the
events of recent days. "Believe me," Ali assured me, "it was like Mogadishu." The store is being disturbed by all the destruction. How, I
ask the owner. "We called together a ring of friends who stepped in to protect the business that was enough. These cowards if they
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meet resolute defense, they move on."

That was at 1:30 on clock in the night Sunday. So late, I ask back? "Yes," replied my interlocutor, "it is Ramadan, and we were
gathered right here next to my shop to pray in the mosque." I follow the dark path up the stairs to the Muslim school, which also serves
as a mosque. Habib receives me there in a long robe of the Imam. "We brought the youngsters quickly back in relative safety and with
a few strong lads position before Ali's shop." Habib, who has lived twelve years in London has, find the reasons for the violence to a
lack of authority and discipline in all strata of society down. "As children become monsters. The whole thing derailed more."

Next door I climb the stairs to a meeting of the "Society of Friends," the Quakers, raised in order to gain a better overview of the site of
the destroyed Aldi's market. My ear is bound by a rehearsed chant behind a barred window, which appears to be a preacher, his next
speaker. Again and again the refrain "God is beauty, God is power" - which creeps me the idea that God, too, in those days of his
power once again hiding behind non-intervention must.

But not even the police had concealed their power largely kept covered at least in Tottenham and elsewhere? Number 398 on
Tottenham High Road is home to the local Police station, the police headquarters of Haringey, as the parent municipality means. This is
precisely the young people began rioting in the afternoon of the 6th August, after a peaceful demonstration by friends and relatives of
the slain Mark Duggan was over. At the first sign of threat, the police closed a ring around their buildings in order to protect them from
violence. The band previously been important forces that were missing for use as the true burning and looting began.

Three young girls, Emma, !!and Didem Duygun that are with me, along with Peter Brown bear up easel, before its own critique, a very
political. "Left the place but everything," says the bravest of them, Emma, !!"to prove what happens when the police in England soon 16
000 points lost due to budget cuts. Maybe some of them were among the soon no longer in their offices be used here because their
jobs were cut. "

No, actually in their offices, because there are to start the cuts: the bureaucratic fat not in the physical presence of the patrol. They had
been at a disadvantage from the beginning, because only 3,000 police officers in London in the service road, when the riots broke out.
Up to two days later there were still insufficient 6000, before finally starting Wednesday, a strength of 16 000 workers - requested from
vacation, from the offices and from other regions - the streets of the metropolis of eight million could make sure.

To the gang violence in urban danger zones under control, British Prime Minister David Cameron has now Bill Bratton, the former police
chief of New York and Los Angeles contacted. He will explain in London, as his zero-tolerance method has achieved such success in
the U.S.. The super-cop was already in an interview with U.S. broadcaster ABC know that more was needed than just a policy of
detention: "Arrest is still no way out of the problem." In fact, lurking on the road of progress, a myriad of social conflicts, the decline of
the schools on drug abuse, the fatherless children in many immigrant families to the rate of pregnancies among teenagers, the highest
in Europe. That adds up quickly for the slide into squalor and crime. Bratton does not want any case be passed around as a medicine
man.

"Working for a safer London" is the motto of Scotland Yard, the Met, the Metropolitan Police. "We work for a safer London." It also is
emblazoned in the showcase outside the High Road Number 398th Some sayings are joined to praise this soothing message. "Call
999, if you hear of domestic violence. You gonna call, we stop them." The anarchy of this week, let all pious slogans are cruel to waste.

Empfehlen Empfiehl dies deinen Freunden.


